
 

Abstract: The presented system provides 
intelligent suggestions of terms for tagging 
cultural heritage documents based on 
accompanying protocols. This system was made 
as an improvement of a previously designed 
system for organizing and manually tagging 
cultural heritage multimedia collection. The 
collection consists mainly of documents in the 
form of audio and video interviews with 
accompanying textual protocols. The labels for 
tagging are metadata (date and location of the 

record, participants in the conversation, language, 
ethnicity, and religious affiliation of the 
interlocutors), as well as the topics discussed. 
Another system was developed using natural 
language processing techniques for automatic 
context-based extraction of metadata and topics 
from those textual protocols. The system 
presented here combines these two systems to 
intelligently offer possible solutions for labels, as 
a help for a user who used to enter these terms 
manually. The system preselects appropriate 
choices, gives an option for additional corrections 
if necessary, and associates final tagging with the 
current document. This provides semi-automatic 
document tagging, because it uses automatic 
intelligent suggestions, but the user has to 
validate choices with a possibility for corrections. 

 
Index: Tagging Documents, Automatization of 

Tagging, Natural Language Processing, Cultural 
Heritage 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In the era of digitization and development of new 

technologies, a large amount of digitized material has 
to be stored and efficiently searched. Storage in an 
organized form is of great importance as it enables 
better search and retrieval of desired material. For this 
purpose, various types of databases that already have a 
developed management system for working with 
different types of data can be used. Working with 
databases without help of some additional applications 
that make it easier to insert, search and retrieve, can be 
very complicated and requires a lot of invested effort. 
Documents usually have some characteristics that can 
be obtained by insight into their content. This process 
is time-consuming if it is done manually. In the case of 
documents from a specific domain that is a  
 

 
subject of a research, it is possible to summarize 
characteristics of those documents that are relevant to 
that specific domain. Documents are then associated 
with some of these characteristics and this information 
is also stored in the database. Then, they can be 
searched and retrieved by those specific characteristics 
for reading only of for some further analysis. The 
problem can be solved by creating an infrastructure 
that provides comfortable work and automates the 
process of document tagging and inserting into the 
database together with the associated tags. Anything 
that automates inserting and retrieving of the 
documents allows a user to work with other, more 
advanced, analyses and tasks for which human 
interaction is still necessary. 

An application prototype will be presented here 
that will combine two previously created applications, 
in order to automate the process of tagging documents 
of cultural heritage with information of interest. The 
first of the two applications is described in [1] and 
deals with organizing documents into a database by 
marking the information of interest for the domain of 
cultural heritage. The relevant data are in textual 
protocols in a form of free, unstructured text, so the 
process of finding information, by which documents 
should be labeled, has been left entirely to the person 
performing the tagging. It was necessary for the person 
to read the protocols, analyze the content, find the 
relevant data, and manually enter the data in order to 
create the appropriate tags. After tagging and storing, 
documents can be searched by tags that are assigned to 
them, as well as retrieved for further work. This 
greatly facilitates the task of finding, reviewing and 
analyzing the documents. 

It has been noticed that there is certain regularity in 
the appearance of data of interest in those protocols in 
the meaning of context in which they appear, or the 
data itself are characteristic (for example, dates, 
locations, names, and surnames of persons). This led  
to another application that was made (described in [2]) 
that searches for relevant data and inserts tags into text 
according to content and some characteristic data. It 
carries out an automatic analysis of the protocol using 
natural language processing methods, makes labeling 
of the data, classifies them into appropriate categories 
and provides their extraction. This enables protocols 
containing some specific terms to be retrieved by such 
(automatically) extracted terms. When a protocol is 
specified, all the relevant already labeled data from the 
protocol can be extracted, which greatly improves the 
work of the person who had done it manually earlier, 
reading the text itself and extracting manually terms of 
interest. 

The prototype of the application that is presented 
here combines the functionality of the two applications 
by providing extracted terms from a protocol as 
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relevant terms that can be associated with documents 
related to that protocol. It is now on a person/user to 
select a protocol for a particular document, to let the 
system automatically assign tags, and to check if 
tagging is correct, to correct or add new tags that were 
not detected, or there was no information about them, 
and to complete tagging and storing the document. 
This application provides an intelligent suggestion of 
terms by which labeling should be performed. 
Although the user continues to read the protocol and 
checks if those terms are relevant and well formed, 
now he/she does not have to manually search for all 
the terms, since they are also marked in the original 
text, so they are easily visible in the text. In addition, 
he/she does not have to manually enter them, as they 
have already been forwarded to the fields for entering 
the relevant terms. The solution for this process will be 
described in this paper. 

This text is organized as follows. The second 
chapter gives an overview of related works. The third 
chapter describes the motivation for the development 
of this system. Chapter four describes the methodology 
for solving the task of combining existing tools for the 
purpose of smart suggestions. In chapter five 
implementation of the used system is presented. 
Chapter six provides conclusion and ideas for further 
improvements. 
 

2. RELATED WORKS 

 
The task of annotating documents of cultural 

heritage exists for many years. A lot of effort has been 
invested in this task. Text document annotation can 
refer to the marking of the content in a particular text, 
but it can also associate with certain tags of the 
documents. The solution for the first task is proposed  
by [2], while the solution for the second task is given 
by this paper. 

There are existing solutions for suggestion of tags 
that can be used for labeling documents. One such 
solution is presented in [3]. Paper [4] describes a 
content-based tag recommendation method that can be 
applied to any text document. Paper [5] presents 
human-competitive tagging using automatic keyphrase 
extraction. Proposed methods mostly use extraction by 
some machine learning techniques to give the possible 
predictions. In order to use the statistical methods of 
machine learning, a greater amount of texts are 
needed. In such a situation as with the collection of the 
documents we deal with in this paper, there is not 
enough material for such methods in order to be able 
to get a statistically generated solution that yields 
competitive results.  

A different methodology would be semantic. With 
semantic methods the data are extracted based on the 
meaning, with possibility to have insights to a context, 
rather than based on a statistics that indicates what 
appears more frequently in a particular context. 
Semantic methods are more accurate, but also more 
demanding, because they request more human 
interaction for generating rules by which those data 
can be found in texts. Different approaches for natural 

language processing are given in [6]. One approach of 
document retrieval by semantic methods in specific 
domain of geological projects is given in [7]. In the 
case of Serbian language, there is no such solution for 
the cultural heritage domain. 

The solution presented here incorporates 
application in which tags are extracted by semantic 
rule-based methods rather than by statistical methods. 
The used  methodology enables work with domain-
specific unstructured texts that significantly differ from 
average texts, or texts from different specific domains, 
with respect to type of labels and the structure of text 
constructions that are in use. So, this demands domain-
specific solution for its managing. 

This work presents an idea for a new solution [8]   
of improving the process of tagging documents with 
help of natural language system developed previously. 
Existing solutions for Serbian texts for specific 
domains stop within the phase of annotating and 
extracting data from text, while this solution provides  
an infrastructure to use the results of extraction in 
order to complete the process of tagging  of documents 
from cultural heritage domain multimedia collection. 
 

3. MOTIVATION 

 
A multimedia collection of documents on cultural 

heritage was collected as a result of many years of 
field research performed by researchers from the 
Balkan Institute of the Serbian Academy of Sciences 
and Arts. The collection consists of audio and video 
materials in the form of interviews with local people. 
There are also numerous photos and research papers 
related to this collection. Each of the audio and video 
material has a follow-up textual protocol in Serbian 
that contains various information about interviews that 
will be described below. 

The aim of this field research was to study the 
language characteristics of languages/dialects used at 
specific locations in the Balkans. Mostly, it is about 
dialects that were previously in use, so they are 
significant for the purpose of preserving knowledge 
about those that are potentially disappearing. 
Materials, in addition to  this, are also abundant with 
information about various customs that are still 
practiced in some parts of the Balkans, or are still 
living more or less in the memory of people as 
practices that were once used. There are various other 
topics from the lives of people, personal and collective 
memories, the way of life, the way of seeing and 
meeting life situations, as well as other stories from 
private lives. All of this is part of the cultural heritage 
of people in this region and as such has great value and 
contribution to the preservation of the identity of 
community and individuals in it. 

The protocols provide basic information on where 
the material was recorded, the date on which it was 
recorded, who the participants are, and their roles - 
informers, researchers or others who only attend the 
interview, possibly the ethnicity of the informers, 
religious affiliation, the language in which the 
interview is conducted, as well as other data such as 



personal data,  locations mentioned in their stories. 
These data will be called metadata. In addition, 
protocols contain some information about the flow of 
the conversation. Since protocols are not of a uniform 
structure, the flow of conversation can be found in the 
form of a list of topics being discussed or as a kind of 
free text that describes the flow of conversation. In 
some protocols, this can be described in the form of an 
informal transcript of conversations. 

The collection was created by many researchers 
over time. All documents were organized through a 
system of directories and files without a single 
(unified) rule. As the collection was getting bigger, it 
was more  difficult to handle it. On the other hand, this 
is a collection of valuable information about the 
cultural heritage, so there was the idea to organize this 
information in the way that can be more easily 
displayed to the interested community. These motives 
have led to the establishment of cooperation for 
development of applications for organizing, marking, 
searching and presenting this collection of documents. 
This application was created and described in [1]. It 
has graphical user interface (GUI) that enables 
selecting of audio and video documents, images, and 
papers and labeling these documents with metadata 
and topics discussed. These metadata and topics have 
to be entered manually according to the protocols 
related to the document. 

Another application that was created was 
responsible for automatically searching for data in 
protocols. In addition to the data labeling, it is possible 
to search and retrieve protocols by the labels it 
contains. For example, all the protocols of one 
researcher that were made in a specific location can be 
retrieved, or all of those protocols in which a 
particular topic is discussed. The description of this 
application is given in [2]. 

The metadata marked are stamps, persons 
(informers, researchers, others), locations where the 
materials were recorded, locations mentioned  in 
stories, dates, languages, ethnicities, religions, topics 
discussed, and others. There is a huge range of topics 
(can be found in [9] and [10]), and for the purpose of 
our research, we covered topics such as: house 
(houses, households, and farms) and national economy 
(domestic handicrafts, hunting and fishing, 
beekeeping, agriculture, mining, forestry, trade, and 
crafts). 
 

4. METHODOLOGY 

 
The application presented here is provided as a 

support for the document tagging and storing. It uses 
extracted terms from the textual protocols and gives 
intelligent suggestions that can be used for tagging 
documents. Data of interests can be metadata and 
topics discussed, as previously mentioned in the text, 
so the methodology for both of them will be given. 
 
 
 

A. Metadata 

 
Metadata can be simple and complex. Simple 

metadata are those that consist only of text, such as a 
stamp or date. Complex metadata are those that consist 
of an ordered pair (index, value), where the index is a 
unique identifier within that class of metadata, while 
the value is a term or construction  of terms referred by 
that index. In this way, complex metadata can be used 
to label more than one document, so the search and 
retrieval of a document based on that value of the 
specific class of labels can be performed. Examples of 
complex metadata are people (classified by their 
roles), locations, ethnicities, religions. and languages. 

The protocols are first transferred to the application 
described in [2]. Outcomes are the protocols with 
embedded XML tags. Metadata is further processed in 
two ways, depending on whether they are simple or 
complex. Simple metadata is only automatically 
entered into the fields provided for text input in the 
application described in [1]. The user can accept or 
correct them, and as such they can be attached to the 
document. They can also be rejected if the suggestion 
is not adequate. 

Complex metadata, on the other hand, first have to 
be entered into the database so they can be used for 
other tagging. The system automatically makes value 
suggestions for these categories of metadata, also 
based on protocols with embedded XML tags, as in the 
case of simple metadata. When entering a new value 
for a given category, it is allowed to reformulate it, 
modify, and enter into the database or reject. The 
system then automatically assigns a unique index to 
them. Once entered, the value appears in a list of 
possible terms from that category of metadata, and 
then can be used for labeling this and other documents. 
For example, a researcher must be entered first time, 
during the first tagging, but can be found in more than 
one interview, which is always the case. Figure 1 
depicts an example of a part of a protocol in which 
general information about the interview is given. 
 
a) 
 

136-K-PRILUŽJE-14-BS 

 

Priluzje 14-BS 

 

Razgovor vođen  6.06.2003. u Prilužju sa Trifunom, 

Trivkom Aritonovićem, rođenim 1928. u Prilužju. 

Etnička pripadnost: Srbin 

Trajanje razgovora 90 minuta. 

Razgovor vodila Biljana Sikimić. 

 

(eng. 

 

136-K-PRILUŽJE-14-BS 

 

Priluzje 14-BS 

 

Converstion was held 6.06.2003. in Prilužje with 

Trifun, Trivke Aritonović, born 1928. in Prilužje. 

Ethnicity affiliation: Serb 

Talk time 90 minutes. 

The interview was conducted by Biljana Sikimić . 

) 



b) 
 

<div> 

<stamp>136-K-<context p="location"> <location 

p="toponym">PRILUŽJE<oo lemma="Prilužje"/> 

</location></context>-14-BS</stamp> <stamp>Priluzje 

14-BS</stamp></div>  

<div p="unknown"> 

<unknown>Razgovor vođen</unknown>  

<context p="date"> <date>6.06.2003.<oo 

lemma="6.06.2003."/> </date></context>  

<context p="location">u <location 

p="context">Prilužju<oo lemma="Prilužju"/> 

</location></context>  

sa<person p="informer"> Trifunom, Trivkom 

Aritonovićem</person>, 

<context p="year"><year>rođenim 1928.<oo 

lemma="rođenim 1928."/></year></context>  

<context p="location">u <location 

p="context">Prilužju<oo lemma="Prilužju"/> 

</location>. 

<context p="ethnicity">Etnička pripadnost: <ethnicity 

p="context>Srbin<oo 

lemma="srpski"/></ethnicity></context> 

</div> 

<div>Trajanje razgovora 90 minuta.</div> 

<div p="researcher"><researcher>Razgovor 

vodila</researcher><person p="none">Biljana 

Sikimić</person>. 

</div> 
 
c) 
 

--- Stamps--- 

[136-K-PRILUŽJE-14-BS] 

[Priluzje 14-BS] 

  

--- Informers--- 

Trifunom, Trivkom Aritonovićem 

  

--- Researchers--- 

Biljana Sikimić 

   

--- Locations --- 

Prilužje 

  

--- Dates --- 

6.06.2003. 

  

--- Years --- 

rođenim 1928. 

  

--- Ethnicities --- 

srpski 
 

Figure 1. Labeling and extraction of metadata 
 

Figure 1.a) denotes the beginning of a protocol in 
which the basic information about the interview is 
provided. Figure 1.b) shows how the XML tags are 
embedded in this text by automatic tagging of 
metadata. Figure 1.c) consists of the metadata 
extracted from this XML text. The data that has been 
extracted is not always normalized, such as the name 
and surname of the informer. For example, "Trifunom, 
Trivkom Aritonovićem" is not given in its basic form, 
so this information has to be modified before it is 
entered into the database (in this example, "Trifun, 
Trivko Aritonović"). Only the data contained in the 
linguistic dictionary [11] is normalized, while the other 

data derived according to the context are mostly given 
in a non-normalized form. For example, the context of 
the location is "u (eng. 'in') [word with capital letter]", 
the context of a person is "sa (eng. 'with') [two words 
with a capital letter]", the context of the year is "rođen 
(eng. 'born') [year]". So, the structure of the sentence 
"Razgovor vođen  6.06.2003. u Prilužju sa Trifunom, 
Trivkom Aritonovićem, rođenim 1928. u Prilužju." 
(eng. 'Conversation was held 6.06.2003. in Prilužje 
with Trifun, Trivke Aritonović, born in 1928. in 
Prilužje.') is "Razgovor vođen <date> <context 
location> <context person>, <context year> <context 
location>. From that structure terms for date, 
locations, person and year can be derived. 
 

B. Topics 

 
Topics discussed combine characteristics of a 

complex and simple metadata. They represent an 
ordered four-tuple (domain, sub-domain, normalized 
value, free text). For example, in the first sentence for 
the Figure 2, the domain is the "national economy", 
the sub-domain is "agriculture", the normalized value 
is "tool", while the free text is "terminology of 
agricultural tools". Normalized value can be omitted if 
it is unknown. These values must first be entered into 
the database, in order to appear as options for tagging 
the document. Examples of some parts of the protocols 
with topics are given in Figure 2. 
 
a) 
 

Terminologija poljoprivrednih alatki i opreme za 

rezanje.  

 

Sagovornik Stantić pripoveda o životu salašara i 

predstavlja svoj rad na istraživanju salaša.  

 

Detinjstvo na salašu: od malena se nauči raditi 

 

došli prvi kombajni i prestala je ručna žetva 

 

anegdota o vinogradu 

 

Živana: priča o zdravicama; Draga: kako je tkala; 

kako je pravila crepulju; Živana: o crepulji; Draga: 

kakav je narod sada; kako je nekad izgledala kuća 

unutra, termini pokućstva;  
 

(eng. 

 

Terminology of agricultural tools and cutting 

equipment. 

 

Interlocutor Stantic talks about the life of the 

farmers and presents his work on the farm research. 

 

Childhood in the farm: learn how to work from a 

childhood 

 

came the first combines and the manual harvest 

stopped 

 

anecdote about vineyard 

 

Ž ivana: a story of toasts; Draga: how she was 

weaving; how she was making the crepe; Ž ivana: about 

the crepe; Draga: what kind of people are now; how 



used to look like a house inside, the terms of 

furniture; 

) 

 
b) 
 

<topic p="nationalEconomy" pp="agriculture"> 

Terminologija poljoprivrednih <oo 

lemma="poljoprivredno"/> alatki<oo lemma="alatka"/> 

</topic> i opreme za prezanje.   
 

Sagovornik Stantić pripoveda <topic p="house" 

pp="farm">o životu salašara<oo 

lemma="salašar"/></topic> i predstavlja svoj rad na 

istraživanju salaša.  
 

Detinjstvo <topic p="house" pp="farm">na salašu<oo 

lemma="salaš"/></topic>: od malena se nauči raditi.  
 

došli prvi kombajni i prestala je ručna <topic 

p="nationalEconomy" pp="agriculture">žetva <oo 

lemma="žetva"/></topic> 
 

anegdota <topic p="nationalEconomy" 

pp="agriculture">o vinogradu<oo 

lemma="vinograd"/></topic> 
 

Živana: priča o zdravicama; Draga: <topic 

p="nationalEconomy" pp="domesticHandycrafts">kako je 

tkala<oo lemma="tkati"/></topic>; kako 

je <topic p="house" pp="households">pravila 

crepulju<oo lemma="crepulja"/></topic>; Živana: 

<topic p="house" pp="households">o crepulji<oo 

lemma="crepulja"/> </topic>; Draga: kakav je narod 

sada; <topic p="house" pp="house">kako je nekad 

izgledala kuća<oo lemma="kuća"/></topic>unutra, 

<topic p="house" pp="households">termini pokućstva<oo 

lemma="pokućstvo"/></topic> 
 

c) 
 

--- Topics --- 

nationalEconomy, agriculture: 

[poljoprivredno][alatka] terminologija 

poljoprivrednih alatki 
 

house, farm: [salašar] o životu salašara 
 

house, farm: [salaš] na salašu 
 

nationalEconomy, agriculture: [žetva] žetva 
 

nationalEconomy, agriculture: [vinograd] o vinogradu 
 

nationalEconomy, domesticHandycrafts:  [tkati] kako 

je tkala 
 

house, households: [crepulja] pravila crepulju 
 

house, households: [crepulja] o crepulji 
 

house, house: [kuća] kako je nekad izgledala kuća 
 

house, households: [pokućstvo] termini pokućstva 

 
Figure 2. Labeling and extraction of topics 

In Figure 2.a) parts of the sentences from the text 
dealing with the topics analyzed in [2] are presented. 
In Figure 2.b) are given processed protocols with 
embedded XML tags. Figure 2.c) represents separated 
four-tuples (domain, sub-domain: [normalized value] 
free text). In a panel for entering new terms, proposed 
terms are automatically added so the user can check, 
edit and enter or reject them. Similar to the complex 
metadata, these values can further be used to label 
other documents if other documents contain 
appropriate constructions. 

Anything that is not recognized in the text, the user 
can still manually enter by typing in values through the 
graphical user interface. 
 

5. IMPLEMENTATION 

 
The application is written in Java programming 

language and consists of a client and a server part. The 
server part is responsible for processing protocols with 
embedded XML tags. The client part is responsible for 
displaying information to the end user, and for 
entering new labels and new documents into the 
database. Complex metadata and topics are forwarded 
to the panel for review, modification, and acceptance 
or refusal of the offered value (Figure 3).  

Figure 3 shows a panel with values extracted from 
the processed protocols. These values are 
automatically entered in the input fields. They can also 
be joined to existing values. By joining, the old value 
will be replaced with a new value, while the new value 
will be assigned an index of the old value. This is also 
a way to reformulate once inserted value. 

Once the value is accepted, it appears in the list of 
possible values for marking. This is enabled on the 
panel given in Figure 4. 

Panel in Figure 4 consists of four logical parts. 
First part contains categories of metadata, second part 
gives overview of selected tags, third part enables 
inserting of new values for metadata and topics, while 
fourth part provides search of documents that are 
already labeled in order to change or modify any of the 
assigned label, or to assign new labels. In the second 
part values extracted from protocols are chosen 
automatically by system presented here. User then can 
check them, delete, and add other values from those 
categories as well as from other categories. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Figure 3. Panel for approval of terms 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Panel for annotation of documents 

 
 

 



6. CONCLUSION 

 
This prototype illustrates the improvement of the 

process of tagging documents by automatization of the 
extraction of values for tags from textual protocols, 
while the entire process can be considered as semi-
automatic because a user has to check the accuracy of 
the solutions offered. 

This application depends on the quality of the 
protocol and its content, to the extent to which the 
information required for tagging is well described. The 
response would be better if the text was structured, but 
that makes the task for finding relevant data more 
challenging. Having in mind the problem whose 
solution was presented here, everything that has been 
marked by XML annotation system is forwarded to the 
application as a suggestion of values by which 
document could be tagged. As long as the accuracy 
measured is based on mapping protocols with 
embedded XML tags to the values being sent to the 
application, the proposed solution is accurate. There is 
no previously proposed solution for this problem so 
this prototype gives an idea how to use management 
system and automatically annotated text protocols to 
provide solution for semi-automatic tagging of 
multimedia documents. Further improvement of the 
methods for automatic extraction of data by natural 
language processing techniques would lead to lower 
needs for a user's engagement in reviewing the 
proposed tags which is known as time consuming and 
is much more expensive. 
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